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7776 Detailed MAP▶ http://n-kanko.jp/docs/eigo0426.pdf

GETTING HERE
JR Nagoya Station → [JR Chuo Main Line・1 hr 10 min・¥1,280] → 
Nakatsugawa Station

To Magome-juku:
Nakatsugawa Station → [Kita Ena Bus on the Magome Line・25 min・¥540 
(¥270 for elementary school students)] → “Magome” bus stop

Located at the southeastern edge of Gifu Prefecture, the city of Nakatsugawa borders Nagano Pre-
fecture to the east. In fact, some districts of present-day Nakatsugawa were actually part of Nagano 
until relatively recently, making this a very unique area of Gifu with many foods and traditions that are 
not found elsewhere in the prefecture! It is a land blessed with pristine rivers and lush woodlands, 
and it is famous in Japan for its abundant harvest of chestnuts collected in the mountain foothills. 
Nakatsugawa is said to be the birthplace of kurikinton , an incredibly popular Japanese confection-
ary delicacy made using these chestnuts. Comfortably cool in the summertime, Nakatsugawa also 
boasts dazzling autumn scenery, specifically at Tsukechi Gorge, where serene waterfalls and clear 
emerald waters create an eye-catching contrast with the surrounding hot autumn colors. Finally, 
Nakatsugawa has preserved much in the way of traditional Edo period culture, in the form of both 
Magome-juku - a fabulous old post town on the Nakasendo route - and the theater of local kabuki.

The Picturesque Post Town of Magome-juku A

   The 43rd station of the 69 along the Na-
kasendo in the Edo → Kyoto direction (re-
fer to Minokamo City for more information 
about the Nakasendo), Magome was a 
thriving site of traffic and cultural exchange 
during the Edo period (1603 ~ 1868). Built 
on the mountainside, it is unique among 
the post towns of the Nakasendo because 
of its steep slope. Compared to the other 
stations constructed on level ground, Ma-
gome-juku has a very distinct ambience to 
it, and the slope makes it such that walk-
ing uphill towards Tokyo offers different 
scenery and a different experience than 
does walking downhill towards Kyoto!
   The attractive ishidatami  stone pavement of the road adds to the old-world vibe of 
the area, and to this day - despite Magome not being all that large - there is a dispro-
portionate number of ryokan  inns lining the route still in business. The specialty foods 
of the region include soba buckwheat noodles, goheimochi  glazed sticky rice balls on 
skewers, and roasted chestnuts, so be sure to try these when traveling to Magome-
juku! If you continue walking uphill on the Nakasendo past the the last buildings that 
comprise the main stretch of the post town, you will come across an observation point 
from which you can enjoy a gorgeous vista of majestic Mt. Ena and the surrounding 
mountain scenery, so don’t stop when you think you have reached the town limits!

http://www.kiso-magome.com（JPN）

The Kurikinton :
A Luxury Confection
Called one of Japan’s Three Great Wagashi  
(Japanese confection) Areas, Nakatsugawa City 
takes great pride in its kurikinton , a chestnut-
based sweet that originated here - though Ena 
City makes the same claim! While there are 
many superb confections made in Nakatsug-
awa, the kurikinton  tends to overshadow the others to some extent because of its 
status as a luxury item. It is made by boiling chestnuts with sugar, then mashing them, 
and finally wringing that dry with a tea towel, leaving the final product in a shape resem-
bling that of a chestnut. The kurikinton  has a smooth texture and refined flavor, and it 
goes beautifully with a cup of tea. Since times of old, the inhabitants of this area have 
eaten chestnuts in various forms, such as steaming and mixing them with rice. The 
kurikinton  appeared as an item available in wagashi  shops around the year 1900 and 
has been a beloved presence in peoples’ lives ever since! It is available for purchase 
during the same period in which chestnuts are harvested, from September to January. 
Note, however, that kurikinton  only last for a few days after being made; it is possible 

to preserve them for longer by refrigerating them, but 
you will want to eat them fresh while their taste is at its 
best. http://kurikinton.info（JPN）
1 Get your hands on some at the Nigiwai Tokusankan: 
Located adjacent to Nakatsugawa Station, this facil-
ity also houses the city’s Tourist Information Center, 
where you can make inquiries in English. 1-1 Sakae-
machi, Nakatsugawa City 8:30 am ~ 6 pm New 
Year’s holiday season, February 11 0573-62-2277

SPOTLIGHT

MAIN FEATURE

Gifu’s Ji-kabuki  Tradition
Many people will have heard of kabuki, 
a traditional Japanese theater form. 
What is not well known, though, is that 
there exist two types of kabuki: o-
kabuki , the type performed by profes-
sional actors on the grand stages of 
Japan’s largest cities; and ji-kabuki , the 
type performed by amateur local actors 
in the countryside. The latter is deeply rooted in the local community 
and is much more down-to-earth, marked by more tears, more 
laughs, and greater interplay between the actors and the spectators. 
They come together to make every performance a grand occasion 
and, most importantly, a shared one. When kabuki spread during 
the Edo period, it captured the hearts of the masses throughout the 
country and gave birth to ji-kabuki , taking root most fervently here 
in Gifu’s Tono region (particularly in Nakatsugawa). With many lo-
cal kabuki playhouses still in use today and with more local kabuki 
preservation societies than anywhere else in Japan, Gifu Prefecture 
is counted as one of Japan’s Three Great Ji-Kabuki  Regions, though 
it is arguably the most prominent of them all. Kodomo , or children’s, 

kabuki - performed by the neighborhood children, of course - is 
one especially adorable subset of ji-kabuki  that continues to live 
on in Nakatsugawa City today. 

http://www.jikabuki.com/en/index.html

http://n-kanko.jp（JPN）

[NAKATSUGAWA]:
THE ESSENTIALS

Peak Viewing Season
Early 〜 mid-April
Late October 〜

    mid-November
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❻ Tajimaya  但馬屋

❹ Eisho-ji Temple 永昌寺
A Buddhist temple and inn that welcomes guests from around the 
world, Eisho-ji is a unique choice of accommodation that offers 
many things that traditional hotels and Japanese-style ryokan  inns 
cannot match. The standard evening meal consists of Japanese 
cuisine suitable to the Western palate, but instead of this you can 
also request to be served shojin ryori , a type of vegetarian cuisine 
developed according to the dietary restrictions of Buddhist monks 
and thus containing zero animal protein. Guests are also able to 
experience Zen meditation here at the temple. Bookings and reser-
vations for shojin ryori  must be made at least 3 days in advance. 

5358 Magome, Nakatsugawa City 1 night + 2 meals: from 
¥6,000 “Magome” bus stop → [10-minute walk] 0573-69-2051

One pair of chopsticks made from Kiso hinoki  cypress trees for every pair 
of guests (Valid until March 31, 2014)

A 110-year-old inn with an atmosphere that harks back 
to the good old days in Japan, Tajimaya embraces both 
the old and the new. Guests can enjoy meals of home-
grown rice and healthy foods around an irori  hearth in 
the floor while soaking in the tranquil ambience. On the 
flip side, all guest rooms are equipped with Wi-Fi ac-
cess. 

4266 Magome, Nakatsugawa City 1 night + 2 meals: 
from ¥8,400 “Magome” bus stop → [7-minute walk] 

0573-69-2048 http://kiso-tajimaya.com (JPN)

❺Nagataki 長多喜
This unusual Japanese-style inn has six different old 
private houses on its 33,000-square-meter premises 
in which guests can lodge. Three of these are beautiful 
thatched roof houses that are the embodiment of tradi-
tional architectural techniques rarely seen in Japan (Gifu 
Prefecture is of course an exception to this, thanks to 
Shirakawa-go and the like). The seasonal kaiseki  multi-
course banquets are another appealing element of 
Nagataki. 

1649 Komanba, Nakatsugawa City 
1 night + 2 meals: from ¥18,112 Nakatsugawa Sta-

tion → [Taxi・5 min] 0573-65-3133

Complimentary confection or drink (No expiration date)

❸Magomeya まごめや

❷ Toson Memorial Museum 藤村記念館

❶Kashimo Meiji-za Theater かしも明治座
A designated Important Tangible Folk Cultural Property of 
Gifu Prefecture, this local kabuki playhouse has been pre-
served by the locals and used as a stage for ji-kabuki  ever 
since its construction in 1894. Visitors are able to explore 
the building, from the main hall to the basement used for 
manipulating the revolving stage. On the 1st Sunday of ev-
ery September, Meiji-za plays host to the annual Kashimo 
Kabuki Extravaganza, a day filled with five shows - includ-
ing kodomo  kabuki - that will serve as the best possible 
introduction to ji-kabuki . 4793-2 Kashimo, Nakatsugawa 
City 10 am ~ 4 pm Monday, New Year’s holiday season 

Nakatsugawa Station → [Kita Ena Bus on the Tsukechi-kyo Line・56 min] → “Kashimo Fukuzaki 
Koen” bus stop → [10-minute walk] 0573-79-3611 http://meijiza.jp (JPN)

The area around Magome-juku is famous for its buckwheat 
noodles, and you can taste for yourself why this is the case 
here at Magomeya. One recommended dish, “sato oroshi  
soba,” features grated daikon radish, perilla, and edible 
wild plants and is eaten with a dipping sauce brimming with 
the flavor of bonito fish! Hot soba dishes are also available. 

4571-1 Magome, Nakatsugawa City 11 am ~ 2:30 pm 
None “Magome” bus stop → [1-minute walk] 0573-

69-1111 http://www.magomekan.co.jp (JPN)

Magome was the birthplace of Japanese literary great Toson 
Shimazaki, whose bestselling historical novel Before the Dawn  
depicted the downfall of the Tokugawa shogunate and the ear-
ly years of the Meiji Restoration during which Japan opened its 
doors to the west and began its transformation into the nation 
it is today. The Toson Memorial Museum in Magome-juku pays 
homage - in the very place where he grew up - to him and his 
work. 4256-1 Magome, Nakatsugawa City 8:30 am ~ 5 
pm (December ~ March: 9 am ~ 4 pm); Last entry: 15 min before 
closing Second Tuesday ~ Thursday of December ¥500 
(Middle and elementary school students: ¥250; Group discounts 
available) “Magome” bus stop → [10-minute walk] 0573-
69-2047 http://toson.kisoji.org (JPN)

5% off the bill (Valid until March 31, 2014)

The trail from Magome-juku to Tsumago-juku, the next post 
town over on the Nakasendo located in Nagano Prefecture, is 
one of the nicest and best maintained stretches of the entire 
route. You can enjoy the seven kilometer hike over the Magome 
Mountain Pass, which will take around three hours to complete. 
The countryside path is brimming with traditional Japanese 
charm and boasts beautiful ishidatami  stone-paved portions, 
waterfalls along the road, and scenic observation points. There 
is a baggage forwarding service available at the Tourist Infor-
mation Office in either post town (times and price detailed be-
low); just hand over your luggage in one town and it’ll be waiting 
for you in the next! The map linked here is a great resource for 
those making the hike, which is said to be slightly easier in the 
Magome → Tsumago direction, as Magome is at higher eleva-
tion. Journey the Nakansendo and feel like a traveler of old! 

Time interval during which bags are accepted for forwarding: 
8:30 am ~ 11:30 am ¥500 per bag Winter season http://
www.kiso-magome.com/image2/map/nakasendo-highway.pdf

Walk the Nakasendo from Magome to Tsumago

A washcloth, good luck charm, or drawstring pouch (No expiration date)

Zen meditation, or zazen  in Japanese, is performed in order to rid oneself of the worldly desires one 
possesses and of everything that keeps one tethered to this world, from various troubles and sourc-
es of anxiety to anger. The point of this Buddhist training ritual is to stop thinking and to concentrate 
one’s mind on one’s breathing. At first, it may be difficult to refrain from moving while seated for an 

extended period of time, and there will surely be a stray thought 
or two (or many more!) passing through your head. Ultimately, 
however, you will calm down and be able to clear your mind, 
leaving you feeling refreshed when the meditation session has 
ended. At Eisho-ji Temple (see above), you can enjoy a one-
hour lesson in zazen , though “enjoyment” of course partly 
defeats the purpose of the meditation! Regardless, zazen  is a 
fundamental element of traditional Japanese culture and the 
Japanese spirit, so don’t pass up this fantastic opportunity!

The Zen Meditation Experience
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